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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Petitioner, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Ltd. (“Fisher”), filed a Petition 

(Paper 1, “Pet.”) requesting inter partes review of claims 23–86 (the 

“Challenged Claims”) of U.S. Patent No. 8,960,196 B2 (Ex. 1001, the 

“’196 patent”).  Patent Owner, ResMed Ltd. (“ResMed”), did not file a 

Preliminary Patent Owner Response to the Petition.1  We have jurisdiction 

under 35 U.S.C. § 314. 

To institute an inter partes review, we must determine that the 

information presented in the Petition shows “a reasonable likelihood that the 

petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in 

the petition.”  35 U.S.C. § 314(a).  For the reasons set forth below, upon 

considering the Petition and evidence, we conclude that the information 

presented in the Petition establishes a reasonable likelihood that Fisher will 

prevail with respect to at least 1 of the Challenged Claims, and we institute 

inter partes review on all of the Challenged Claims. 

Our factual findings and conclusions at this stage of the proceeding 

are based on the evidentiary record developed thus far.  This decision to 

institute trial is not a final decision as to patentability of the claims for which 

inter partes review is instituted.  Our final decision will be based on the full 

record developed during trial. 

A. Related Matters 

Fisher indicates that the ’196 patent is involved in U.S. International 

Trade Commission Investigation No. 337–TA–1022.  Pet. 6; see also Paper 

                                           
1 Our rules make filing a Preliminary Response optional.  See 37 C.F.R. 
§ 42.107 (“The patent owner may file a preliminary response to the 
petition.”) (emphasis added). 
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4, 2 (providing ResMed’s Mandatory Notices and identifying this ITC 

proceeding).  Fisher and ResMed are also involved in district court litigation 

involving the ’196 patent in the Southern District of California, in a case 

styled Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Ltd. v. ResMed Corp., Case No. 3:16-cv-

02068-DMS-WVG (S.D. Cal.).  Pet. 6–7; Paper 4, 2.  Fisher further 

indicates that it has filed, concurrent with this Petition, a second petition 

seeking inter partes review of the ’196 patent.  Pet. 7; see also Paper 4, 2 

(identifying the proceeding as IPR2017-00057). 

B. The ’196 Patent 

The ’196 patent, titled “Mask System with Interchangeable Headgear 

Connectors,” issued February 24, 2015 with claims 1–86.  Ex. 1101, (54), 

(45), 11:58–18:37.  The ’196 patent is generally directed “to a mask system 

used for treatment, e.g., of Sleep Disordered Breathing (SDB) with 

Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) or Non-Invasive Positive 

Pressure Ventilation (NIPPV).”  Id. at 1:14–17.  Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C of 

the ’196 patent depict an embodiment of the ’196 patent and are reproduced 

below. 
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Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C depict “a mask system with interchangeable 

headgear connectors according to an embodiment of the” ’196 patent.  Ex. 

1101, 2:53–55.  Mask system 10 includes frame 20 and cushion 30, which 

forms a seal where cushion 30 contacts the wearer’s face.  Id. at 3:29–32.  

Frame 20 includes main body 22, annular elbow connection seal 24, vent 

assembly 26, and ports with port caps 28.  Id. at 3:45–48.  Elbow assembly 

40 connects to annular elbow connection seal 24 to deliver breathable gas to 

the mask wearer.  Id. at 3:32–34.   

Mask system 10 also includes headgear connectors 50(1), 50(2), 

50(3), depicted in Figures 1A, 1B, and 1C, respectively.  Each of gear 

connectors 50(1), 50(2), 50(3) includes attachment points that correspond to 

connection points for headgear 60(1), 60(2), 60(3).  As seen in Figures 1A, 

1B, and 1C each headgear 60(1), 60(2), 60(3) configuration differs slightly 

from the other headgear configurations.  Headgear connectors 50(1), 50(2), 

50(3) removably attach to frame 20, such that the headgear connector 

corresponding to the headgear configuration can be attached to the frame to 

accommodate the headgear.  See Ex. 1101, 3:49–67.  
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Figures 2A and 2B are reproduced below: 

 

  

Figures 2A and 2B depict an alternative embodiment of the ’196 

patent’s mask assembly.  Ex. 1101, 2:58–60.  In this embodiment, frame 220 

connects with headgear connector 250(1).  Id. at 6:10–11.  Frame 220 

includes main body 222 with annular elbow connection seal 224 forming a 

central bore in frame 220.  Id. at 6:21–23.  Central bore 224 includes 

interface structure 225, which connects with headgear connector 250(1) at 

opening 252.  Id. at 6:28–38.   

Headgear connector 250(1) includes structures for attaching a 

headgear, including openings 273 and clips 276.  Ex. 1101, 6:60–7:2.  

Headgear connector 250(1) includes adjustable forehead support 272.  See 

id. at 7:3–16.   
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C. Challenged Claims  

Of the Challenged Claims, claims 23, 41, 57, and 73 are independent.  

These claims are reproduced below:   

23. A mask for delivering breathable gas to a patient at 
positive pressure to treat sleep disordered breathing, the mask 
comprising:  

a rigid mask frame having a bore and an interfacing 
structure associated with the bore, said mask frame having no 
built-in or integral headgear attachment points;  

a sealing cushion provided to the mask frame and adapted 
to form a seal with the patient’s face, the mask frame and the 
sealing cushion together forming a breathing cavity; and  

a headgear connector adapted to engage the interfacing 
structure with a snap-fit, said headgear connector including a pair 
of lower headgear clip anchors adapted to be engaged with 
respective ones of a pair of lower headgear clips to attach a pair 
of lower side straps, said headgear connector including a fixed 
forehead support, said fixed forehead support including a pair of 
openings adapted to attach to respective ones of a pair of upper 
side straps. 

Ex. 1101, 13:1–19. 

41. A mask for delivering breathable gas to a patient at 
positive pressure to treat sleep disordered breathing, the mask 
comprising:  

a one-piece rigid mask frame having a bore and an 
interfacing structure at least partly surrounding the bore, the rigid 
mask frame having no built-in or integral headgear attachment 
points;  

a soft sealing cushion provided to the rigid mask frame and 
adapted to form a seal with the patient’s face;  

an elbow assembly, said elbow assembly being adapted to 
be connected to an air delivery tube to deliver the breathable gas 
to a breathing cavity defined by the rigid mask frame and the soft 
sealing cushion; and  
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a headgear connector having an opening and an 
attachment structure associated with the opening, the attachment 
structure being adapted to engage the interfacing structure of the 
rigid mask frame to removably connect the headgear connector 
to the rigid mask frame, said bore and said opening being 
concentrically disposed about a common axis, 

wherein the headgear connector and the rigid mask frame 
are detachably connected together by translating the rigid mask 
frame and the headgear connector towards one another along the 
common axis until a snap-fit connection is established between 
the attachment structure of the headgear connector and the 
interfacing structure of the rigid mask frame, and wherein said 
headgear connector includes a fixed forehead support. 

Ex. 1101, 14:21–49. 

57. A mask system for delivering breathable gas to a patient 
at positive pressure to treat sleep disordered breathing, the mask 
system comprising:  

a rigid mask frame having a bore and a cylindrical 
projection extending around the bore, the rigid mask frame 
having no built-in or integral headgear attachment points;  

a soft sealing cushion provided to the rigid mask frame and 
adapted to form a seal with the patient’s face, said soft sealing 
cushion and said rigid mask frame defining a breathing cavity 
from which the breathable gas is accessible by the patient in use;  

an elbow having a first end adapted to be connected to an 
air delivery tube and a second end in communication with the 
bore to deliver the breathable gas from the air delivery tube to 
the breathing cavity; 

headgear including a pair of upper side straps, a pair of 
lower side straps, and a rear portion from which the upper side 
straps and the lower side straps extend; and  

a headgear connector having an opening with an 
attachment structure associated with the opening, the attachment 
structure removably attached to the cylindrical projection of the 
rigid mask frame with a snap-fit such that when said cylindrical 
projection and said attachment structure are attached, the rigid 
mask frame and the headgear connector are not movable relative 
to one another, 
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wherein said opening and said bore are concentrically 
disposed about a common axis, wherein said headgear connector 
includes a pair of lower headgear clip anchors adapted to secure 
respective ones of the lower side straps, and  

wherein said headgear connector includes a forehead 
support including a pair of openings adapted to attach to 
respective ones of the pair of upper side straps. 

Ex. 1101, 15:52–16:19. 

73. A mask for delivering breathable gas to a patient at 
positive pressure to treat sleep disordered breathing, the mask 
comprising:  

a rigid mask frame having a bore and no built-in or integral 
headgear attachment points;  

a soft sealing cushion attached to the rigid mask frame and 
adapted to form a seal with the patient’s face, the rigid mask 
frame and the soft sealing cushion together forming a breathing 
cavity to receive the breathable gas; and  

a headgear connector including a plurality of tabs 
structured to removably attach the headgear connector to the 
rigid mask frame with a snap-fit, a pair of crossbars to removably 
attach a pair of lower side straps, and an extension having a 
plurality of openings to removably attach a pair of upper side 
straps. 

Ex. 1101, 17:8–21. 

D. The Prior Art 

Fisher’s asserted grounds of unpatentability for the Challenged Claims 

rely on the following references: 

Ogden US 5,662,101 Sept. 2, 1997 Ex. 1102 

Lovell US 6,631,718 B1 Oct. 14, 2003 Ex. 1103 

Gunaratnam US 6,796,308 B2 Sept. 28, 2004 Ex. 1104 

Geist US 7,353,827 B2 Apr. 8, 2008 Ex. 1105 
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E. Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability 

Fisher asserts the following grounds of unpatentability for the 

Challenged Claims:  

References Basis2 Claims Challenged 

Ogden, Lovell, and 
Gunaratnam  

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 23–78, 80–82, and 
84–86 

Ogden, Lovell, 
Gunaratnam, and Geist 

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 79 and 83 

 

II.  ANALYSIS 

A.  Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

Fisher asserts that the level of ordinary skill in the art to which the 

’196 patent pertains is “a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering, 

biomedical engineering or other similar type of engineering degree 

combined with at least two years of experience in the field of masks, 

respiratory therapy, patient interfaces or relevant product design 

experience.”  Pet. 12 (citing Ex. 1106 (Decl. of Jason Eaton) ¶ 27).     

Factual indicators of the level of ordinary skill in the art include “the 

various prior art approaches employed, the types of problems encountered in 

the art, the rapidity with which innovations are made, the sophistication of 

the technology involved, and the educational background of those actively 

working in the field.”  Jacobson Bros., Inc. v. United States, 512 F.2d 1065, 

1071 (Ct. Cl. 1975); see also Orthopedic Equip. Co., Inc. v. United States, 

                                           
2 The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”), Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125 
Stat. 284, 296–307 (2011), took effect on September 16, 2012.  Because the 
application for the patent at issue in this proceeding has an effective filing 
date before that date, we refer to the pre-AIA versions of the statute. 
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702 F.2d 1005, 1011 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (quoting with approval Jacobson 

Bros.).  We find, based on our review of the limited record before us, that 

Fisher’s asserted level of ordinary skill in the art is reasonable and, for the 

purposes of this Decision only, we adopt Fisher’s definition.   

B.  Claim Construction 

In an inter partes review, claim terms in an unexpired patent are given 

their broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of the 

patent in which they appear.  37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b); see also Cuozzo Speed 

Techs., LLC v. Lee, 136 S. Ct. 2131, 2142–46 (2016) (concluding that 

37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) “represents a reasonable exercise of the rulemaking 

authority that Congress delegated to the Patent Office”).  Under the broadest 

reasonable construction standard, claim terms are given their ordinary and 

customary meaning, as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the 

art in the context of the entire disclosure.  In re Translogic Tech., Inc., 504 

F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007).  Also, we are careful not to read a 

particular embodiment appearing in the written description into the claim if 

the claim language is broader than the embodiment.  See In re Van Geuns, 

988 F.2d 1181, 1184 (Fed. Cir. 1993) (“[L]imitations are not to be read into 

the claims from the specification.”).   

Fisher contends that the terms of the Challenged Claims “should be 

accorded their ‘broadest reasonable construction’ in light of the specification 

of the ’196 [p]atent” and does not offer any express constructions for any 

term in the Challenged Claims.  See Pet. 10.  Because the parties do not 

dispute the construction of any terms, we need not expressly construe any 

term to resolve a controversy between the parties.  Accordingly, we do not 

offer any express constructions here.  See Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & 
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Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (construing explicitly only 

those claim terms in controversy and only to the extent necessary to resolve 

the controversy). 

C.  Overview of the Asserted Prior Art 

The Petition relies on four prior art references in its asserted grounds 

of unpatentability—Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist.  We briefly 

discuss relevant portions of these references, below. 

1.  Ogden 

Ogden, titled “Respiratory Facial Mask,” issued September 2, 1997.  

Ex. 1102, (54), (45).  Ogden is generally directed to “respiratory facial 

masks” such as those used in respiratory care and therapy.  Id. at 1:5–10.  

Ogden’s Figures 1–3 are reproduced below: 
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Figures 1, 2, and 3 depicts a perspective view, front view, and side 

view of Ogden’s mask, respectively.  Ex. 1102, 2:17–21.  Mask assembly 1 

covers a user’s nose with rigid, cup-shaped shell 3.  Id. at 2:46–54.  Soft, 

pliable seal 5 is attached to cup 3 and forms a seal at the patient’s face.  Id. 

at 2:54–57.  Shell 3 is held in position by rigid plate 9 and harness 

arrangement 11.  Id. at 2:58–61.   

Rigid plate 9 is planar and attaches to cup 3 at locations A, B, and C 

using detents 39, 41, 32 and channels 45, 47, and 49.  Ex. 1102, 3:26–29.  

Plate 9 provides five-point attachment to harness arrangement 11—an 

opening at the top of plate 9 for strap 17, two adjacent openings (loops 27) 

for straps 15R and 15L, and openings 29, 31 for straps 13R and 13L.  See id. 

at 2:62–3:24.   
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Channels 45 and 47 for plate 9 are positioned on the sides of shell 3 

and “loosely receive” detents 39 and 41 of rigid plate 9.  Ex. 1102, 3:30–33.  

Channel 49 is located at the top ridge of shell 3 and “loosely receives” detent 

43.  Id. at 3:34–37.  Channel 49 differs from channels 45 and 47 in that it 

maintains detent 43 within four end walls 55 of the channel.  Id. at 3:43–46.  

Channel 45 and 47 have close walls 57 and 59, respectively, but are open 

ended at the front.  Id. at 3:46–49.  Accordingly, rigid plate 9 rotates relative 

to the rigid shell 3 about axes 63 and 65 “to compensate for any unequal 

forces applied to [ ] rigid plate 9, as for example, by side straps 13R and 13L 

as the patient turns his or her head from side-to-side.”  Id. at 3:49–55.   

2.  Lovell 

Lovell, titled “Air Mask with Seal,” issued October 14, 2003.  Ex. 

1103, (54), (45).  Lovell is generally directed to “nasal masks useful for 

providing pressurized air or therapeutic gas to a patient suffering from an 

airflow limitation or other respiratory ailment.”  Id. at1:6–8.  Lovell’s 

Figures 9, 10A, and 10B are reproduced below: 
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Figure 9 depicts “a schematic perspective view of a nasal mask 

according to an [ ] embodiment of the invention” of Lovell.  Ex. 1103, 4:1–

2.  Figure 10A depicts “a schematic exploded perspective view of the 

components of the nasal mask depicted in [Figure] 9” and Figure 10B 

depicts “a schematic exploded side view of the components of the nasal 

mask depicted in [Figure] 9.”  Id. at 4:3–6.   

Lovell’s mask 201 includes retainer 212, which is contoured to match 

the surface of shell 204 and is coupled to shell 204 at inlet 208.  Ex. 1103, 
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9:36–46.  Retainer 212 includes lower connection points 214, 214' and upper 

connection point 216 to connect mask 201 to a user’s headgear.  Id. at 9:49–

51.  Retainer 212 includes slots 213, 215 that engage with tabs 211, 211' of 

shell 204 such that depressed annular region 280 mates with the edges of the 

opening in retainer 212.  Id. at 9:43–66.   

Lovell’s mask 201 also includes a cushion (“seal,” not numbered) and 

a conduit elbow for treatment gas.  See, e.g., Ex. 1103, 4:34–40 (discussing 

seal 2), 5:9–61 (discussing inlet system for treatment gas, including conduit 

elbow 10), 9:34–36 (disclosing that mask 201 “has many . . . of the features 

of the nasal mask 1 embodiment shown in [Figures] 1–8.”).   

3.  Gunaratnam 

Gunaratnam, titled “Mask Cushion and Frame Assembly,” issued 

September 28, 2004.  Ex. 1104, (54), (45).  Gunaratnam is generally directed 

to connecting a mask used in the treatment of sleep disordered breathing 

(SDB) with a nasal or full-face mask cushion.  Id. at 1:21–25.  Gunaratnam’s 

Figures 5a and 5c are reproduced below: 
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Figure 5a depicts “a front perspective view of a nasal mask frame,” 

and Figure 5c depicts “a front perspective view of a nasal mask frame and 

adjustable forehead support.”  Ex. 1104, 3:6–12.  Frame 160 is generally 

triangular and fits over a wearer’s nose and forms a breathing cavity.  Id. at 

4:26–30.  Frame 160 includes gas inlet aperture 610, which connects to a 

conduit that delivers gas to the wearer.  Id. at 4:21–25.  The frame includes a 

front portion with connection points 630 for headgear.   

The embodiment of Figure 5c includes adjustable forehead support 

162 coupled to frame 160.  Ex. 1104, 4:46–57.  Figure 5c also depicts 

connector 200 for connecting the mask to a user’s headgear.  Id. at 4:32–34.   

4.  Geist  

Geist, titled “Mask, Mask Shell, and Seal with Improved Mounting, 

Mask Seal, Method of Mask Manufacture and Mask with Reduced 

Exhalation Noise,” issued April 8, 2008.  Ex. 1105, (54), (45).  Geist is 

directed to “a nasal CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway Pressure) mask 

particularly useful for supplying pressurized breathing gas.”  Id. at 1:11–12.  

In relevant part, Geist discloses mask shell 12 with vent holes 60, where the 

vent holes vent exhaled breath from the mask’s user.  Id. at 5:11–14.     

D.  Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability 

Fisher proposes two grounds of unpatentability for the Challenged 

Claims of the ’196 patent:  1) claims 23–78, 80–82, and 84–86 are 

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Ogden, Lovell, and 

Gunaratnam; and 2) claims 79 and 83 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 103(a) over Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist.   

Section 103(a) [of 35 U.S.C.] forbids issuance of a patent when 
“the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented 
and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would 
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have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter 
pertains.” 

KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406 (2007).   

The question of obviousness is resolved on the basis of underlying 

factual determinations, including:  (1) the scope and content of the prior art; 

(2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art; (3) 

the level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) when available, secondary 

considerations, such as commercial success, long felt but unsolved needs, 

and failure of others.  Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17–18 (1966).  

We address these underlying factual issues below.3 

1.  Representative Claims for Analysis 

As we indicated in the Introduction of this Decision, to institute an 

inter partes review, we must determine that the information presented in the 

Petition shows “a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would prevail 

with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.”  35 U.S.C. 

§ 314(a) (emphasis added).  Accordingly, for our analysis, we select 

independent claim 23 as a representative Challenged Claim for the first 

ground and claim 79 as a representative Challenged Claim for the second 

ground and analyze these claims, below. 

2.  Claim 23 over Ogden, Lovell, and Gunaratnam 

Claim 23 recites “a rigid mask frame having a bore and an interfacing 

structure associated with the bore, said mask frame having no built-in or 

integral headgear attachment points.”  Ex. 1101, 13:4–6 (the “mask frame” 

                                           
3 We address the level of ordinary skill in the art in Section II.A., supra.  
Also, the record does not include any evidence concerning secondary 
considerations.   
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limitation).  Fisher contends that Ogden discloses the recited rigid mask 

frame.  Pet. 19.  Specifically, Fisher contends that Ogden’s shell 3 is the 

recited mask frame with a bore, with channels 45, 47, and 49 as the frame’s 

interface structure.  Id.  Fisher illustrates its position with by annotating 

Ogden’s Figure 1, which we reproduce below: 

 

Fisher’s annotated version of Ogden’s Figure 1 indicates how Ogden 

discloses much of the subject matter of claim 23, including the mask frame 

limitation.  See Pet. 19.   

Fisher explains that Ogden’s cup-shaped shell 3 includes an opening 

to receive hose coupling 10.  Pet. 21.  Fisher further explains that channels 

45, 47, and 49 are positioned on shell 3 adjacent to this opening.  Id.  Fisher 

asserts that, therefore, channels 45, 47, and 49 are associated with the bore 

of cup 3.  Id.  Based on the current record, we are not persuaded that Fisher 

has sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden discloses the mask frame 
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limitation.  We are not persuaded, at this time, that the construction of the 

phrase “interface structure associated with the bore” is properly construed to 

encompass Ogden’s channels, which are removed from the bore and are, 

instead, positioned on the sides and top of shell 3.   

Fisher further contend that, “to the extent the ‘interfacing structure 

associated with the bore’ is interpreted narrowly to mean an interfacing 

structure positioned directly at the bore, such interfacing structure was 

known in the art prior to the ’196 [p]atent.”  Pet. 22.  Fisher contends that 

Lovell discloses this subject matter, specifically identifying frame 204 with 

annular bore 208.  Id.  Fisher explains that “bore 208 includes, and is thus 

associated with, an interfacing structure (depressed annular regions 280 

extending between two tabs 211, 211') that mates with the headgear 

connector 212” (that is, retainer 212).  Id. 

Fisher reasons that:  

A person of skill in the art at the time of the invention 
would have recognized that positioning the interfacing structure 
at the bore of the mask frame, as taught by Lovell, would allow 
the headgear connector to be connected to the mask frame near 
the elbow connection and could better secure and seal the elbow 
to the mask frame. 

Pet. 22–23.  Fisher further reasons that “[m]odifying the mask of Ogden to 

include the frame features of Lovell would have been a combination of 

familiar elements according to known methods that does no more than yield 

predictable results.”  Id. at 23.   

We find, based on the current record, that Fisher has adequately 

demonstrated that Lovell discloses the recited structure of the mask frame 

limitation.  We further find, based on our limited record, that Fisher has 

provided a reason, with rational underpinning, for modifying Ogden by the 
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teachings of Lovell—to better secure the elbow to the mask frame.  See KSR 

Int’l Co., 550 U.S. at 418 (citing In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 

2006)) (“[O]bviousness grounds cannot be sustained by mere conclusory 

statements; instead, there must be some articulated reasoning with some 

rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness.”); see 

also PAR Pharm., Inc. v. TWI Pharm., Inc., 773 F.3d 1186, 1196 (Fed. Cir. 

2014) (“‘The presence or absence of a motivation to combine references in 

an obviousness determination is a pure question of fact.’”) (quoting Alza 

Corp. v. Mylan Labs., Inc., 464 F.3d 1286, 1289 (Fed. Cir. 2006)).   

We understand that Ogden includes channels that allow plate 9 to 

rotate to compensate for uneven forces on the straps when the wearer moves 

his or her head from side to side, see Ex. 1102, 3:30–55, and that this 

functionality would likely be lost given Fisher’s proposed modification.  We 

find, for the purposes of this Decision only given the limited nature of the 

current record, that Fisher’s motivating benefit is sufficient when weighed 

against this lost benefit of Ogden.  See Winner Int’l Royalty Corp. v. Wang, 

202 F.3d 1340, 1349 n.8 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“The fact that the motivating 

benefit comes at the expense of another benefit, however, should not nullify 

its use as a basis to modify the disclosure of one reference with the teachings 

of another.  Instead, the benefits, both lost and gained, should be weighed 

against one another.”). 

Claim 23 further recites “a sealing cushion provided to the mask 

frame and adapted to form a seal with the patient’s face, the mask frame and 

the sealing cushion together forming a breathing cavity”  Ex. 1101, 13:7–9 

(the “cushion” limitation).  Fisher contends that seal 5 is the recited sealing 

cushion and that shell 3, in conjunction with seal 5, forms a breathing cavity.  
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Pet. 19.  For the purposes of this Decision only, we find that Fisher has 

sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden discloses the cushion limitation. 

Claim 23 further recites “a headgear connector adapted to engage the 

interfacing structure with a snap-fit.”  Ex. 1101, 13:11–12 (the “snap-fit” 

limitation).  Fisher contends that Ogden satisfies the snap-fit limitation, 

specifically identifying plate 9 and detents 39, 41, and 43 as the structure 

that snap-fits with shell 3.  Pet. 19, 21; see also Ogden, Fig. 8, 3:43–46 

(illustrating and discussing that detent 43 is retained within end walls 55).  

Further, given Fisher’s proposed modification of the central bore of the 

mask frame to include the interface structure, Lovell teaches the snap-fit 

limitation, as depressed annular regions 280 extending between two tabs 

211, 211' and mate with tabs formed in the annular opening of retainer 212.  

See Pet. 22, Ex. 1103, 9:43–66.   

For the purposes of this Decision only, we find that Fisher has 

sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden, as modified by Lovell, discloses the 

snap-fit limitation.  As discussed above in connection with our analysis of 

the mask frame limitation, we further find that Fisher has provided, at this 

stage of the proceeding, an adequate reason to modify Ogden with the 

teachings of Lovell to move the interface structure to the bore opening, such 

that plate 9 would include a structure to mate with this opening—to better 

secure the elbow to the mask frame.   

Claim 23 further requires the recited “headgear connector [to ] 

include[e] a pair of lower headgear clip anchors adapted to be engaged with 

respective ones of a pair of lower headgear clips to attach a pair of lower 

side straps.”  Ex. 1101, 13:12–15 (the “headgear clip” limitation).  Fisher 

recognizes that Ogden does not disclose the recited headgear clips.  Pet. 23.  
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Fisher contends that Gunaratnam discloses this structure, identifying clips 

200 depicted in Gunaratnam’s Figure 5c.  Id.   

Fisher reasons that a person having ordinary skill in the art would 

have been motivated to modify Ogden’s plate to include Gunaratnam’s clips.  

Pet. 24 (citing Ex. 1106 ¶ 91).  Fisher contends that “[s]uch clips were 

commonly used to facilitate removal of the headgear straps from the 

headgear connector during cleaning and reattachment of the headgear straps 

without requiring any strap length adjustment.”  Id.  Fisher further contends 

that “[h]eadgear clips would also allow the user to secure the headgear to the 

mask after the mask is properly positioned on the user’s face” and that the 

proposed “modification would have been a mere substitution of one known 

feature for another to obtain predictable results.”  Id.  Fisher’s contentions 

are supported by testimonial evidence from it expert, Mr. Easton.  See, e.g., 

Ex. 1106 ¶ 91 (“[H]eadgear clips aid in donning and doffing the mask, as 

one or more straps may be disconnected from the mask assembly such that 

the user need not stretch the straps over the head with the mask pulled 

tightly toward the face.”).   

We find, based on the current record, that Fisher has adequately 

demonstrated that Gunaratnam discloses the recited structure of the headgear 

clip limitation.  We further find, based on our limited record, that Fisher has 

provided a reason, with rational underpinning, for modifying Ogden by the 

teachings of Gunaratnam to replace Ogden’s openings 29, 31, with 

Gunaratnam’s headgear clips 200. 

Claim 23 also requires the “headgear connector [to] include[e] a fixed 

forehead support, said fixed forehead support including a pair of openings 

adapted to attach to respective ones of a pair of upper side straps.”  Ex. 
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1101, 13:16–19 (the “forehead support” limitation).  Fisher contends that top 

portion 21 of plate 9 satisfies the forehead support limitation.  Pet. 19, 25.  

Fisher explains that upper side straps 15L and 15R connect with top portion 

21 and extend across the user’s forehead.   

We reproduce Ogden’s Figure 3, below.   

 

Figure 3 depicts a side view of a person wearing Ogden’s mask.  The 

figure shows top portion 21 does not contact the wearer’s forehead and that 

the straps contact the side of a wear’s head.  We are not persuaded that the 

proper construction of the term forehead support encompasses a structure 

(including associated straps) that does not contact or otherwise support the 

mask on the forehead.   

Fisher alternatively contends that Gunaratnam discloses a top portion 

of a headgear connector with a forehead support structure that contours 

towards and contacts a wearer’s forehead.  Pet. 26 (identifying 
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Gunaratnam’s element 162 as the forehead support).  Fisher reasons that 

“[m]odifying the forehead support of Ogden to contour toward and contact 

the user’s forehead, as taught by Gunaratnam, would have been a 

combination of familiar elements according to known methods that does no 

more than yield predictable results.”  Pet. 26.  Fisher continues that “[a] 

person of skill in the art would have recognized that the contoured, fixed 

forehead support would provide greater stability, provide a greater field of 

view around the forehead support, and provide a more aesthetic streamlined 

interface.”  Id. (citing Ex. 1106 ¶¶ 55, 92).   

We find, based on the current record, that Fisher has adequately 

demonstrated that Gunaratnam discloses the recited structure of the forehead 

support limitation.  We further find, based on our limited record, that Fisher 

has provided a reason, with rational underpinning, for modifying Ogden by 

the teachings of Gunaratnam to modify the shape of the top portion of 

Ogden’s plate 9 to contour towards a wearer’s forehead—to provide (1) 

greater stability, (2) a greater field of view around the forehead support, and 

(3) a more aesthetic streamlined interface.   

For the reasons discussed above, we determine, based on the current 

record, that Fisher has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that it will 

prevail in its assertion that claim 23 is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) 

over Ogden, Lovell, and Gunaratnam.   

3.  Claim 79 over Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist 

Claim 79 depends from claim 73 and further recites “wherein the rigid 

mask frame further comprises a vent assembly for gas washout.”  Ex. 1001, 

17:36–38 (the “vent assembly” limitation).  That is, claim 79 includes all of 

the claim limitations of claim 73 plus the additional vent assembly limitation 
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of claim 79.  See 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 4 (“A claim in dependent form shall 

be construed to incorporate by reference all the limitations of the claim to 

which it refers.”).   

Claim 73 requires “a rigid mask frame having a bore and no built-in 

or integral headgear attachment points.”  Ex. 1101, 17:11–12.  Fisher 

contends that Ogden’s cup-shaped shell 3 is the recited mask frame with a 

bore.  See Pet. 19, 46; see also id. at 80 (referencing the Petition’s analysis 

of claim 23 for this claim element).  For the purposes of this Decision only, 

we find that Fisher has sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden discloses this 

limitation. 

Claim 73 further requires “a soft sealing cushion attached to the rigid 

mask frame and adapted to form a seal with the patient’s face, the rigid mask 

frame and the soft sealing cushion together forming a breathing cavity to 

receive the breathable gas.”  Ex. 1101, 17:13–16.  Fisher contends that seal 5 

is the recited sealing cushion and that shell 3, in conjunction with seal 5, 

forms a breathing cavity.  Pet. 19, 47–48; see also id. at 80 (referencing the 

Petition’s analysis of claim 23 for this claim element as well as identifying 

seal 5 attached to shell 3 as the corresponding structure).  For the purposes 

of this Decision only, we find that Fisher has sufficiently demonstrated that 

Ogden discloses this claim limitation. 

Claim 73 further requires “a headgear connector including a plurality 

of tabs structured to removably attach the headgear connector to the rigid 

mask frame with a snap-fit.”  Ex. 1101, 17:17–19.  Fisher identifies rigid 

plate 9 as the headgear connector and detents 39, 41, and 43 as the recited 

tabs.  Pet. 80; see also id. at 19 (identifying plate 9 and detents 39, 41, and 

43 as “a headgear connector adapted to engage the interfacing structure with 
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a snap-fit”); id. at 29 (describing how detent 43 snap-fits into channel 49).  

Fisher annotates Ogden’s Figure 8, which we reproduce below, to support its 

position.  See Pet. 29.   

 

Ogden’s Figure 8 presents a sectional view of shell 3, with Fisher’s 

annotations highlighting detent 43 of plate 9 in channel 49 within end walls 

55.  For the purposes of this Decision only, we find that Fisher has 

sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden discloses a headgear connector 

including a plurality of tabs structured to removably attach the headgear 

connector to the rigid mask frame with a snap-fit as required by claim 73. 

Claim 73 further recites “a pair of crossbars to removably attach a pair 

of lower side straps, and an extension having a plurality of openings to 

removably attach a pair of upper side straps.”  Ex. 1101, 17:19–22.  Fisher 

contends that Ogden discloses lower straps 13R and 13L attached to side 
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portions 23 and 25 through loops (openings 29, 31) in the side portions, 

respectively, as satisfying the above-quoted subject matter with respect to the 

lower side strap subject matter.  Pet. 82; Ex. 1106 ¶ 83.  Fisher further 

contends that Odgen discloses that upper side straps 15R and 15L pass through 

loops 27 of top portion 21 of rigid plate 9.  Pet. 83; see also Ex. 1106 ¶ 83 

(identifying the portion of plate 9 with loops 27 attached to upper side straps 

15R and 15L as the recited extension).   

We reproduce Ogden’s Figure 1, below, with the added annotation 

identifying the recited pair of crossbars and extension with a plurality of 

openings. 
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The annotated Figure 1 from Ogden depicts mask 1 on a user, with 

annotations identifying (1) opening 31 in side 25 of plate 9; (2) a crossbar 

formed by the opening; (3) lower side strap 13L attached to the opening; (4) 

an extension of plate 9; and (5) loops 27 for attaching upper side straps 15R 

and 15L.  Fisher alleges that opening 31 in side 25 forms a crossbar in side 25 

that attaches lower strap 13L to plate 9.  Side 23 has an identical structure for 

side strap 13R.  See Ex. 1001, Fig. 2.   

For the purposes of this Decision only, we find that Fisher has 

sufficiently demonstrated that Ogden’s plate 9 includes the recited crossbars 

and extension of claim 73.  Accordingly, we find, based on the limited 

record before us, that Fisher has demonstrated that Odgen discloses the 

subject matter of claim 73, from which claim 79 depends.   

With respect to claim 79, Fisher recognizes that Odgen does not 

disclose the vent assembly limitation of claim 79 but contends that Geist 

discloses this subject matter.  Pet. 44.  Specifically, Fisher identifies vent 60 

depicted in Geist’s Figure 10 as disclosing a vent assembly on a mask frame.  

Id. 

 Fisher asserts that “positioning the vent on the frame component was 

common prior to the earliest filing date of the ’196 [p]atent.”  Pet. 44.  

Fisher reasons that “[a] person of skill would have known to include a vent 

assembly on the mask frame, as taught by Geist, as a matter of design choice 

among a finite number of identified, predictable locations.  Id. (citing Ex. 

1106 ¶ 101).  Fisher further reasons that “it would have been advantageous 

to place the vent on the mask frame instead of the elbow [as is done in 

Lovell] so that the vent is in direct fluid communication with the breathing 

chamber.”  Id. at 44–45.  Fisher explains that such a positioning “would 
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reduce ‘dead space’ which is the volume in which expired air is trapped 

between the user’s nose and an upstream vent.”  Id. at 45 (citing Ex. 1106 

¶ 101).  In support of the predictability of the proposed modification, Fisher 

states that “[b]ecause Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist all relate to 

structurally similar CPAP masks, the features of Lovell, Gunaratnam, and 

Geist would have been readily compatible and easily incorporated into the 

mask of Ogden with a reasonable expectation of success.”  Id. 

We find, based on the current record, that Fisher has adequately 

demonstrated that Geist discloses the subject matter of the vent assembly 

limitation.  We further find, based on our limited record, that Fisher has 

provided a reason, with rational underpinning, for modifying Ogden to add 

Geist’s vent to Ogden’s shell 3—to (1) put the vent in direct fluid 

communication with the breathing chamber and (2) reduce dead space.   

For the reasons discussed above, we determine, based on the current 

record, that Fisher has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that it will 

prevail in its assertion that claim 79 is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) 

over Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist.   

 
III.  CONCLUSION 

After considering the evidence and arguments presented in the 

Petition, including its supporting testimonial evidence, we determine that 

Fisher has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of success in proving that at 

least independent claim 23 of the ’196 patent is unpatentable for ground 1 

and that at least dependent claim 79 of the ’196 patent is unpatentable for 

ground 2.  In keeping with our mission of resolving patent validity disputes 

in a just, speedy, and inexpensive manner, we exercise our discretion to 
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institute inter partes review on all of the Challenged Claims and on all of the 

asserted grounds, as raised in the Petition.   

 

IV.  ORDER 

After due consideration of the record before us, it is: 

ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes 

review is instituted as to claims 23–86 of the ’196 patent on the following 

grounds: 

A. Claims 23–78, 80–82, and 84–86 are unpatentable under 

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Ogden, Lovell, and Gunaratnam; and  

B. Claims 79 and 83 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over 

Ogden, Lovell, Gunaratnam, and Geist. 

FURTHER ORDERED that no other ground of unpatentability other 

than those specified above is authorized for inter partes review; and 

FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(c) and 37 C.F.R. 

§ 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution of a trial.  The trial will 

commence on the entry date of this Decision. 
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